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In the eighteenth century, William Roy documented the Roman road network that provided 

communication between the Castledykes fort (near Carstairs, Lanarkshire) and the forts at 

Bothwellhaugh and Loudoun Hill.   

 

Evidence has been gathered suggesting a 13km connection road between the Roman road from 

Loudoun Hill to Castledykes and the Roman road from Castledykes to Bothwellhaugh.  The 

map shown in Figure 1 is a summary.  More detailed maps are included later in this report. 

 

Near the southwest end of the possible route, a cluster of evidence was found between present-

day Stonehouse and Blackwood, near the Castlehill farmstead ruin.  There is what could be a 

hillside cut, the flow of the burn could have been diverted by a culvert and probing revealed 

what could be bottoming stones in the field beside the burn.   

 

North of Spittal House there may have been a crossing of the Cander Water.  The route seems to 

be along what is now a field boundary hedge down a constant-gradient descent to the Cander 

Water, with apparent bottoming stones detected by probing across that slope.  East of the Cander 

Water there could have been a hillside cut to form the constant-gradient ascent.  At the top of the 

next hill, probing revealed suspected bottoming stones beside the same field boundary hedge 

line, in the narrow field between the B7078 highway and the M74 motorway. 
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Figure 1 A possible 13km connecting road between two long-known Roman roads. 

 

Continuing to the east-northeast, a cluster of evidence was found beside Dalserf Burn south of 

Burnhead Farm.  Apparent bottoming stones were detected by soil probing and were observed 

on the surface at an eroded spot.  Also, a culvert might have diverted the flow of the burn.   

 

It seems that the route followed an east-northeast line for over 5km to reach the hillside above 

the River Clyde at Lockhart’s Knowe.  There could have been two routes descending to the 

river, perhaps in use at different times.  The first one descends sidelong down the south slope of 

Lockhart’s Knowe into a cut to maintain a constant descending gradient and then turned east for 

the remaining descent to the riverbank.  This crossing may have been a ford.  The other track 

descends from Lockhart’s Knowe to the southeast and thence could have turned eastward to 

reach the river roughly 300m upstream, at a point that may have been better suited for a bridge. 

 

There is an aerial photo that shows crop marks in the large field east of the Clyde.  It shows 

swaths of lower quality soil that could be due to the gravel from the surface of ancient roads, 

dispersed by ploughing in recent centuries.  Probing the soil in that flat field showed a pattern of 

stones that could be foundation bottoming for a road.  The aerial photo also shows a crop mark 

that looks like a defensive ditch, which might have enclosed a fortlet or camp.   

 

The route then seems to have used a U-turn to ascend the hillside east of the Clyde.  From near 

Poplarglen Cottage, the route seems to rise gently toward the southeast and then in a broad-

radius turned back around Gillfoot to the north on a terrace up the steep, today wooded, hillside.  

When the route reached flatter land near the top of the hillside it seems to have turned back to 

the northeast.  Probing the soil in that upper field showed what seemed to be bottoming stones.   

 

Continuing to the northeast, the route seems to have crossed Maregill Burn just upstream of 

where it enters a deep ravine.  Probing found apparent bottoming stones south of Oldhill Farm.  

The route seems to have continued to the northeast to the hilltop southeast of Wellriggs Farm.   

 

The next 2.5km is across modern Carluke, where development precludes probing.  When the 

route reaches the upper slope of the Jock’s Burn ravine, it seems to descend along a terraced 

hillside cut and cross the burn close to the present day footbridge.  The route then seems to 

ascend a gentle slope to pass beside or beneath the northwest corner of Carluke High School.  

Then it seems to follow an old track from Carluke to Hillhead. 

 

With the above summary of the route explored, the following sections of this report provide 

more detail on the background literature that motivated this study, the methods used while 

searching and the evidence found.   

 

 

 

Background 

 

The motivation for seeking a Clyde crossing between Lanark and Motherwell came from the 

following literature.   

 

Professor Keppie has said, "Of vital importance to the Roman control of a frontier area was a 

network of roads.”
2
  It seems that the network of roads that served the Roman army for the 

movement of troops and their necessary supplies during their various occupations of Scotland is 

not fully known. 
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While tracing the Roman route from Castledykes toward Bothwellhaugh, the report in the 

RCAHMS data base (NMRS number NS85SE 8, RR 5) says: “Various writers have considered 

that in the vicinity of Belstane farm the Roman road divided, the main route continuing down 

the valley of the Clyde, while one branch diverged to the N, heading for either Camelon or 

Castlecary on the Antonine Wall, and another proceeding S to cross the Clyde at Milton 

Lockhart and connecting with the route leading W from Lanark somewhere near Draffan.”
3
   

 

In 1994 Allan Wilson said:  “Belstane to Avondale:  There is tradition of another branch running 

SW from Belstane.”
4
  He adds:  “It is interesting to note, however, that the Avondale Roman 

road at Gill, before it approaches the Nethan, is aligned on Carluke.”   

 

These references to a connection road between the Avondale Roman road (Loudoun Hill to 

Castledykes Roman road) in the area of Blackwood or Draffan to the Clydesdale Roman road 

(Castledykes to Bothwellhaugh Roman road) in the Carluke area is the subject of the search 

documented by this report.   

 

Hugh Davies says the Loudoun Hill to Castledykes road was built in AD 82:  “One road in the 

Scottish network may well have the distinction of being the only one in Britain with a 

construction which can be assigned to a particular year.  In AD 82 Agricola led a seaborne 

attack on the Novantae, whose territory occupied the promontory of south-west Scotland, west 

of the area already occupied by the Romans.  An Agricolan fort lies at Loudoun Hill, 

presumably built to hold the ground gained by the invasion, and a road to this fort, Margary 79b, 

branches from the main west route (Margary 7).  It seems likely that the fort was constructed 

immediately after the Agricolan action, with a road being built to link it with the main area of 

occupation.”
5
   

 

The literature then provides guidance on what type of evidence to seek while field walking. 

 

"There is the further hope that this guidebook will help the reader to be able to recognize sites as 

Roman, to perceive what distinguishes them from monuments of earlier or more recent epochs, 

even where no archaeological excavation has ever taken place."
6
  Professor Keppie indicates 

that the first phase of field walking is to learn to notice where the terrain has perhaps been 

altered by human activity in light of what would be logical for a Roman road design, as well as 

what must have been of another era.   

 

In the eighteenth century William Roy documented the Loudoun Hill to Castledykes Roman 

road, including: “crossed Caner burn at the Gill.”
7
  St. Joseph reported in the mid-twentieth 

century on the slope down the east bank of the Cander Water:  “definite remains of the road 

occur south of Canderbank Cottage in field L.xxiv, 15, 617, beside the main Lesmahagow-

Larkhall road.  There a cutting 8 paces wide and 37 yards long with a maximum depth of 4 feet 

leads down to the stream.”
8
  The reports of St. Joseph and Margary confirm Roman use of cuts 

to descend to a Lanarkshire stream crossing.   

 

Davies points out that stream crossings tended to be a ford at first, “there are likely to have been 

many fords on Roman roads; they provided a quick and economical method of crossing small 

water-courses, particularly in the early days of the occupation.”
9
  He went on to add, “While it 

seems likely that there were many fords along the roads built by the Romans, it is not 

unreasonable to suggest that they too would have turned to bridges or culverts (depending on the 

width to be spanned) as the best means of crossing many water courses. --- This ensures that 

travellers are no longer subjected to the delay of waiting for a ferry, or the discomfort and 

danger of entering the water; and the crossing is unaffected by changes in water level.”
10
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Davies also discusses not maintaining culverts.  “The sites at Side Edge and Saighton 

demonstrate the consequences of allowing culverts to become blocked, with the washing away 

of the road terrace and the diversion of a stream respectively.  It is reasonable to assume, though 

not provable, that such blocking occurred after the end of the occupation.”
11

  Another terrain 

feature worth seeking is a burn that may have been diverted due to an ancient culvert.   

 

Margary said, “it is noteworthy that Roman roads nearly always make important turns upon high 

ground at points from which the sightings could be conveniently done.”
12

  Davies also says that 

the Roman road surveyors, to establish the alignment of roads, used places of good visibility.  

There could be a change in direction at a hilltop or another place with good visibility.   

 

Davies said, “Different layers can often be discerned in the metalling of a Roman road”  “The 

most common division is between an upper, surface layer, and a lower level, often known as 

‘bottoming’.”  “The evidence for Roman roads shows that 26% have large stones forming the 

foundation layer, and so could be said to have ‘hard bottoming’.”  “The likelihood that large 

stones will be found in the foundation of a Roman road is greater towards the west and north of 

Britain.  One obvious interpretation is that it is the availability of suitable stones which 

determines whether or not they are used.”
13

  This suggests that looking for bottoming stones 

might be viable in Scotland.   

 

It was known over two hundred years ago that the Romans put down bottoming stones, in boggy 

areas at least, and then surfaced the road with gravel.  In reference to the Castledykes to 

Bothwellhaugh Roman road, the Statistical Account of Scotland written in the 1790s said, “The 

Romans appear to have placed broad ftones in the bottom of the road, where the ground was 

foft, and broke others very fmall, with which they covered him.”
14

  After one gets used to an “f” 

being an “s” the above is quite clear.   

 

Davies discusses Roman road design when the slope is too steep to be a versatile road.  “In 

mountainous country the natural slope of the ground was often too steep to climb directly, 

necessitating measures such as diversions, zig-zags, cuttings or terraces to keep the gradient 

under acceptable limits.”
15

  Natural hillsides, in the absence of rock faces, are normally rounded.  

Natural erosion doesn’t often provide a road designer with a constant-gradient slope.  Figure 2 

shows how a natural hillside is modified to create a constant-slope descending surface.   

 

 
Figure 2 A hillside road cut compared to the natural slope of a typical hillside 

 

 

Davies then explains the importance of a constant-gradient descending slope:  “before the motor 

age, the main problem faced by wagoners had been in descending rather than ascending steep 

gradients, because braking systems were primitive, or non-existent.”
16

  Today we are used to 

varying the application of wheel brakes as we descend a hill, so we can easily adjust the friction 

as the gradient varies.  But in Roman times it seems that with heavily loaded wagons and carts, 

the drivers had to set the level of friction (drag) at the top of a slope.  If gradient varied along the 

descent, the weight of the cart or wagon could disastrously overcome the team of draft animals.  

So looking for constant-gradient descending slopes near rivers and burns is a significant clue. 
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Davies suggests that Roman roads continued straight until there was a geographic reason to 

change to another straight direction:  “straight lengths of road could be a consequence of the 

design method, rather than a deliberately imposed feature.  This in turn implies that, where we 

observe changes in direction, they are a deliberate feature, not an arbitrary correction to an 

overall design.”
17

  Once the angle of a road is found beyond an obstacle, it is likely to continue 

straight to the next obstacle.   

 

Keppie said, “Fortlets were found in Scotland at intermediate points along major roads, or at 

river crossings."
18

  He also mentions watchtowers near Roman roads.   

 

 

 

The Methods used to detect a Possible Roman Road 

 

The published works mentioned above provided the motivation and guidance on what evidence 

might be available.  Study of eighteenth and nineteenth century maps showed whether portions 

of the route were in use as a road in recent centuries.   

 

The primary search method has been observing the terrain while field walking looking for:  

unnatural hillside cuts, constant-gradient slopes down to streams and rivers, natural obstacles 

such as steep-sided ravines, tracks used in recent centuries that have a line and slope that might 

have been ancient and field boundaries that are aligned.  Each piece of evidence that has been 

found may seem weak in itself, but gains credibility when a number of pieces line up forming a 

possible route between two plausible destinations.   

 

All map positions reported in this document are within the “NS” 100km-by-100km section of 

the British Grid Reference System.  From the southwest corner of that section, the number of 

metres eastward is listed first and the number of metres northward is then listed.  The positions 

have been taken from a hand-held GPS receiver with a resolution of 1m.  Though each position 

is recorded to the nearest metre, they are not that accurate.  The accuracy of each recorded 

position varies from ±5m to ±10m, depending upon cloud density, overhead trees and the GPS 

technology.  There is at least one cluster of sites reported below where the locations recorded on 

two different days are out of alignment by about 10m.  That serves as a reminder that a hand-

held GPS receiver does not provide survey equipment precision.  However, the positions 

reported here are more accurate than estimating from an Ordnance Survey map.   

 

Davies suggests that a culvert, in the absence of regular maintenance, can easily becoming 

clogged with branches and leaves.  The road then would become a dam forming a pond.  One 

wonders if that disruption of the original burn would leave any visible evidence 1800 years later.   

 

When the route of the road is at an oblique angle compared to the flow of the burn it seems 

likely that the culvert would have been constructed at right angles to the road in order to 

minimize the length of the culvert.  If so, that meant that on one or both sides of the road the 

burn would flow in the drainage ditch parallel to the road until it resumed flowing in its natural 

steam bed.  It seems that water draining from the pond would erode a channel through the 

former road.  That would take quite a long time when the road had been surfaced with 

compacted crushed stone gravel.  It seems that the most likely path for the pond drainage 

channel would be roughly perpendicular to the direction of the road.  It seems possible that in 

some cases a burn would continue to retain a permanent kink in its flow direction.  So another 

terrain feature sought while field walking is a burn that is generally flowing at an oblique angle 

to the route of the postulated road but which has an abrupt change in flow direction to 

perpendicular to the route before resuming the oblique direction.   
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In addition, a method was developed for probing the ground to detect what seems to be a pattern 

of solid bottoming stones, for use at carefully selected sites along the postulated route.  A 

stainless steel rod, 8mm in diameter and 1m long, with a T-handle on one end and a bullet point 

at the other end, has been used to probe the ground.  The idea for the probe came from 

Bagshawe.
19

  However, his booklet did not include his experience with how much probing was 

good practice to establish a pattern of bottoming stones.   

 

A known Roman road was used to experiment with probing, first, to see if bottoming stones 

were used in the construction of Roman roads in Lanarkshire, and second, to derive a pattern for 

probing across the width of a suspected Roman road.  About 50m west of Dykehead Road south 

of Stonehouse, at NS-75434-43529, a section of Roman road first documented by William Roy 

was used for experimenting.   

 

A line perpendicular to the path of the Roman road was marked on the ground with a steel tape 

measure.  The probe was pressed into the ground beside the tape measure at 20cm intervals.  

The ground was relatively sodden.   

 

The first goal was quickly achieved – there were solid stones at a relatively constant depth.  

Hitting a solid stone with the tip of the probe produced a ringing tone in the rod.   

 

When pressing the probe into the soil, one can usually tell whether it is going down through 

clean soil or gravel.  Consistent gravel could be road surface metalling.  Gravel scratches the 

rod.  When the gravel is dense, it takes more effort to push the probe down.  When the probe rod 

hits a bigger piece of gravel squarely, it does not produce a ringing tone in the rod.  When the 

soil conditions are sufficiently wet, judicious use of shoulder strength can often push the piece 

of gravel aside.   

 

Sometimes the ring of a large stone was not encountered but the probe rod could not be pushed 

any further in to the ground.  The probe may have gone into the gap between two large stones.  

So it was decided to try probing the soil again 10cm away from the tape measure.  Sometimes a 

solid stone was encountered, confirming that the first probe probably did fall in a gap between 

two stones.  But when the second probe also failed to encounter a large stone, the ground was 

probed again another 10cm further from the tape measure.  That process was repeated several 

more times (each time 10cm further from the tape measure, along the route of the road); to either 

find a stone or to feel fairly sure there was not a large stone nearby.   

 

Probing in that way at each 20cm point along the tape measure across the width of the long-

known Roman road just west of Dykehead Road hit solid stones at 100% of the positions 

probed.  When the initial probe sample hit an apparent gap between stones, a solid stone was 

found within four probe samples away from the tape measure at 10cm intervals along the route.   

 

The probing was continued beyond the apparent edge of the metalled road in order to establish 

the density of native large stones.  In one direction, 25 more positions were probed along the 

tape measure at 20cm intervals and only one hit a solid stone.  One stone encountered in 25 

probe positions along the tape measure is a stone density of 4%.  In the other direction, 17 more 

positions were probed and at seven positions solid stones were encountered.  Seven of 17 is a 

stone density of 41%.  Then for additional confirmation, 21 more probe samples were taken 

further away from the road, this time at 1m intervals.  Six of the samples detected a solid stone, 

for a stone density of 29%.  The density of natural stones in this field varies from 4% to 41%, 

which is much lower than the 100% stone density across the width of the road. 
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The second goal seemed achieved.  A method had been found for distinguishing between 

probable bottoming stones and natural hillside stones.  Across what seems to have been the 

Roman road, a heavy stone was detected below the surface at 100% of the positions probed 

along the tape measure, while dramatically lower stone percentages were found beyond the 

apparent road.  These measurements suggest that a difference of at least 50% provides a 

distinction between bottoming stones and native stones.  When the difference between the high 

and low density of heavy stones beneath the surface is 70% and 90%, the stones in the high 

density area are even more likely to have been put there by humans.   

 

The process of probing every 20cm along the tape measure took a lot of time, leaves one with 

tender shoulder muscles and risks bending the probe rod.  Since the stone density at the 

Dykehead Road probe site was 100% across the width of the road, it seemed a bit over the top to 

take five probe samples for every metre of width.  Subsequently it was decided to probe along a 

line perpendicular to the route of the postulated road at intervals of 0.5m.   

 

The method of collecting and recording probe data is illustrated in Figure 3 with a typical 

example.  Samples are taken as a horizontal cross-section by probing along a line across the 

width of the route and then for a metre or two on either side of the seeming edge of the stone 

pattern.  Probing has been done every 0.5m.  When a solid stone is encountered, the depth is 

recorded.  When the probe rod does not hit a heavy stone, probing is repeated 10cm from the 

initial probe point, along the direction of the route, to see whether the initial probe may have 

encountered a gap between two stones.  When a solid stone is not hit, the process is repeated by 

taking additional probe samples every 10cm until a stone is detected or a total of six probes have 

not found a stone.  The hope is to find consistent stones across the width of the route and 

consistently few stones to each side of the route.   

 

While the probe rod is being pushed into the ground, if the scratching resistance of gravel is 

detected, that fact is recorded.  For all of the probing done since acquiring a GPS receiver, the 

centre position of the pattern of bottoming stones has also been recorded.  Probing is only 

possible when the soil is quite wet, usually during the winter months.   

 

About 50m further west-southwest along the Loudoun Hill to Castledykes Roman road from the 

site probed 50m west of Dykehead Road, there is a heavy stone on the surface, and another 25m 

onward there is a second stone.  These are the only exposed stones observed in the entire field.  

It seems that a plough or some other heavy modern equipment could have brought two Roman 

bottoming stones to the surface.  Or perhaps they were left on the surface by the school 

archaeological dig carried out in 1968 at about that location.
20

  One stone is 40cm x 60cm and 

the other is 40cm x 90cm.  That seems to be a size that could be lifted onto a cart by two or three 

men.  Such stones would have made a sound foundation for a gravel road across moorland.   

 

Probing has not been carried out at a site that has been a road in recent centuries, since the probe 

is likely to hit recent road metalling.  Nor has probing been carried out at the site of any other 

relatively modern development, such as buildings, mines or quarries.  Some agricultural usage 

can also make a site inadvisable for probing, such as heavily eroded or silted land, or a forestry 

plantation.  Probing becomes a useful method when map research and field observation suggest 

that a location has remained undisturbed in recent centuries except for ploughing.  Fortunately, 

there are quite a few sites along the route studied for this report that seem to have been 

undisturbed since Roman times, unlike so many other Roman roads that have been overlaid in 

recent centuries by coach roads, railways and motor vehicle roads.  

 

This project has not to date had access to electronic ground scanning equipment.   
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Figure 3 The method of collecting and recording probe data is illustrated. 
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The Route 

 

The Antonine Wall, the Roman forts at Castledykes, Bothwellhaugh and Loudoun Hill and the 

roads that communicate between those sites are shown in Figure 4 plotted onto an image of the 

1:250,000 Ordnance Survey map of West Central Scotland.   

 

The research hereby reported suggests that the connection route junctions with the two long-

known Roman roads both seem to be at different locations than previously predicted, which is 

perhaps why earlier searchers have not identified the connection route.  At the northeast end of 

the connection route, rather than a junction north-northeast of present-day Carluke at Belstane 

Farm, as has been speculated in the past, it now seems more likely that the junction was 1.2km 

southeast of Belstane Farm along the road from Castledykes, near Hillhead Farm, which is east-

northeast of the present-day Carluke town centre.   

 

Belstane Farm is not high ground compared to Hillhead.  From Hillhead there is clear visibility 

to the south, west and north.  Looking to the northwest, one can see Glasgow and the Campsie 

Hills beyond, so it would have been an excellent sighting point for the on-going route to 

Bothwellhaugh.  To the southeast there is visibility of Kilncadzow Law, where a change in 

direction occurred along the Castledykes to Bothwellhaugh road.  And to the southwest, one can 

see the high ground on the other side of the River Clyde, 13 to 15km away.  The high ground 

close to where the drive from Hillhead farm meets the present-day road would have provided 

excellent visibility for the Roman surveyors to align roads.  The Hillhead site would likewise 

have been well suited for guarding road construction work and road traffic.   

 

Previous speculation has been that the junction with the Loudoun Hill to Castledykes Roman 

road must have been east of the Cander Water (east of Gill Farm), perhaps in the Draffan area, 

but it now seems more likely that the junction was 1.8km west of the Cander Water (west of Gill 

Farm).   

 

The Roman road engineers must have been motivated to improve stream crossings when traffic 

flow was important.  It is difficult today to envision the condition of the Cander banks at the Gill 

crossing during Roman times, because of the abandoned railway embankment on the west bank 

and the nursery on the east bank.  However, nearby there is considerable sand in the stream 

banks.  Seasonal flooding causes the position of the Cander Water to shift.  As many as five 

posts of a sturdy wire fence have been observed suspended out over the stream due to the sandy 

banks being washed away during a spell of wet weather.   

 

It seems possible that the Romans found the crossing conditions unreliable at the Gill crossing 

and searched for a better crossing point.  Whether they sought a better crossing site soon after 

the road from Loudoun Hill was built is not clear.  It may have been that a new Cander crossing 

was needed at the beginning of the next Roman occupation of Scotland.  If it was 50 or 60 years 

later when Roman engineers were recommissioning the road network in Scotland, it is easy to 

envisage that the changing flow of the Cander Water could have destroyed any previous 

crossing improvements at Gill.   

 

About 1.2km downstream, northwest of the Gill crossing, there is a site well suited for an 

improved Cander crossing.  There is a constant-gradient descent on both sides of the stream.    

This potential Cander crossing is one of the subjects of this report.   
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Figure 5 plots the sites reported on the first section of the connection route onto an image of the 

1:25,000 Ordnance Survey map.   

 

Between modern Blackwood and Stonehouse the long-known Roman road from Loudoun Hill to 

Castledykes (first documented by William Roy and later by St. Joseph, Margary and others) is 

on a bearing of about 73°.  At NS-76688-43941 a separate route seems to depart on a more 

northerly bearing.  The possible link route seems to begin here to avoid the ravine that opens out 

to the north starting immediately to the west.   

 

It is frankly an inauspicious beginning for the newly suggested route.  The immediate area is 

wooded today and riddled with overgrown enclosure-era hedges and walls, plus a seemingly 

nineteenth century and early twentieth century farm track, all of which impede drainage from 

this shallow saddle between two minor hills.  In this immediate area, the only evidence of the 

Roman Loudoun Hill to Castledykes road is a fence line.  There is not any clear evidence of the 

connection route branching off more northward.  The first reasonable evidence found was about 

500m to the north-northeast, immediately below the farmstead ruin on Castlehill. 

 

Beginning at NS-76851-44405 there is a seemingly unnatural cut in the hill.  At NS-76864-

44428 a small (seemingly nameless) burn has a kink in its flow direction, which could possibly 

be the result of a culvert having been constructed beneath an ancient road at right angles to that 

road.  There are also some larger stones in and beside the burn that might have been part of a 

culvert.  The route approaches the burn at a fairly oblique angle, so it seems reasonable that a 

culvert would have been built at right angles to the path of the road.   

 

Beyond the burn in a relatively flat field, probing the soil showed a pattern of stones that could 

be hard bottoming for a road that is about 5m wide centred at NS-76870-44442.  The probe 

results are shown in Table 1.  Across a width of 5m, the probe detected solid stones at 100% of 

the positions tested.  Beyond that, the probe detected a solid stone in 33% of the positions on 

one side and 17% of positions tested on the other side, for an average of 25% stone density 

beyond the centre density of 100%.  The detected stone density differential, 100% compared to 

25%, seems to be fairly convincing evidence of bottoming stones.   

 

These three pieces of evidence, the hillside cut, the kink in the burn and the centre line of the 

apparent bottoming stones line up with the above mentioned suspected starting location (at NS-

76688-43941) along a map bearing line of about 18°.   

 

There is a frustratingly short one-line report in the 1976 DES referring to an alleged Roman 

fortlet on Castlehill.
21

  There is no mention of when or on what basis the fortlet was alleged.  A 

trial trench was dug but no evidence was found.  The location of that trench is vague, not related 

to any features on the hill such as the ruined farmstead.  One wonders what the criteria were for 

deciding where to place the trial trench.  The authors seemingly feel that being 1km from the 

Loudoun Hill to Castledykes Roman road was too far away for Castlehill to be a watchtower or 

fortlet location.  However, with the new information that a Roman branch road may have passed 

immediately below, Castlehill becomes a reasonable site for watching the road.  There is clear 

visibility of the route being documented in this report from the origin to the hilltop beside the 

M74 motorway, except that the Cander Water crossing itself is not visible (the approach on each 

side of the Cander can be seen, but not the burn itself).   

 

Following the 18° bearing line, it skirts around Castlehill on relatively level ground, a small 

portion of which is currently a farm track.  Then about 600m from the above-mentioned kink in 

the burn in a relatively flat field, the route seems to bend more eastward.  The route then seems 
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be along the north side of a straight boundary hedge for 1km, down to the Cander Water and 

then up to the top of the next ridge, along a bearing line of about 61°.   

 

At NS-77180-45118 the suspected route crosses at right angles through a field boundary.  In 

recent decades a gap has been made in the boundary to allow farm equipment to go between the 

fields.  Beside the gap there are about ten heavy stones of somewhat uniform size.  It looks as if 

modern equipment has unearthed the stones and they have been moved out of the way.  Those 

stones are roughly the same size as the two apparent bottoming stones observed on the surface 

of the Loudoun Hill to Castledykes Roman road west of Dykehead Road.   

 

Across the next relatively flat field, the field boundary hedge on the 61° bearing line begins a 

descent down to the Cander Water.  South of that hedge line the descending slope is very 

irregular, while in sharp contrast, north of the hedge the gradient is nearly constant, flattening 

down close to the stream, perhaps due to erosion.  Part way down the slope there is the 

disruption of a now abandoned nineteenth century railway embankment.   

 

Near the top of the constant-gradient descent leading down to the Cander Water (between the 

flat field and the railway embankment, soil probing showed apparent bottoming stones.  Table 2 

shows the probe data collected.  The hedge prevented soil probing within the first metre north of 

the hedge.  The pattern of bottoming stones appears to extend from sample 1.5m N to sample 

20.5m N, or about 19m.  The centre of the apparent bottoming stones seems to be at sample 11.0 

N, which is about NS-77309-45201. 

 

However, there might be more than one layer of bottoming stones.  Davies urged that Roman 

roads be studied for evidence of repair due to heavy usage and weather damage.
22

  Possibly this 

site is an example of such repairs.  From sample 10.0m N to sample 18.0m N a solid stone was 

detected in all but one case at a higher level.  Elsewhere within the 19m-width that seems to be 

bottoming stones, solid stone was detected at least 15cm deeper below the current surface of the 

ground.  Possibly the higher 8m width of bottoming, centred at NS-77308-45204, was added 

later on top of one or more previous layers.    

 

Early in this project, before a GPS receiver was available to provide a more precise position, a 

pattern of apparent bottoming stones about 9.5m wide was detected by probing down closer to 

the Cander Water.  That was about 30m west of the stream where it is flowing perpendicular to 

the hedge line being followed.  Table 3 shows the probe data collected at that site.  The pattern 

of probing was not quite the same as used later in the project, but the results are quite similar.  

Apparent bottoming stones were detected at 100% of the probe positions along the tape measure 

for a width of about 9.5m.  At the south end of the tape measure, the hedge prevented further 

probing, and beyond the hedge is the stream, flowing eastward at this particular spot before 

flowing back northward about 30m to the east.  Beyond the north edge of the pattern of stones, 

further stones were detected at 29% of the positions sampled.  The stone density of 100% 

compared to 29% is fairly good differentiation between what seems to be bottoming stones and 

the natural stones on that slope. 

 

On the east side of the Cander Water, the hedge line continues straight on the 61° bearing line to 

the top of the next ridge, a distance of about 650m.  The first 150m of the upslope is the south 

edge of a mining operation.  It seems that a constant-gradient slope has been cut from the 

hillside though that isn’t crystal clear due to extensive mining activity.   

 

An interesting trait of the constant-gradient slope east of the Cander is that the line of the slope 

reaches the current stream about 3m up in the air.  The descending slopes on each side of the 

Cander Water appear to converge roughly 10m west of the current position of the stream.  That 
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seems to suggest that the current streambed is further east than it once was.  There is supporting 

evidence for that theory.  The first-edition Ordnance Survey map mentions a sluice at this site, 

perhaps for water powered machinery associated with mining (an air pump for example).  Or 

perhaps the sluice once served a mill downstream.  The east stream bank has a vertical stone 

face that could easily have been one side of a sluice.  The other half of the sluice could have 

been timber or stone that has been washed away by floods.  Also there is a line of old trees a few 

metres above the west bank of the current stream that could have once been along the east bank 

of the stream.  The soil west of that line of trees is sand that could easily have been filled in by 

floods after the stream was diverted into the sluice.   

 

It seems that the Cander Water crossing may have been in that small plot of sandy flood plain 

land, roughly 10m west of the current stream.  For several reasons, that is a promising site for 

subsoil electronic scanning or excavation in the future.  From the west there seems to be a 

pattern of bottoming stones leading down toward the water.  There might be stone or posthole 

evidence of a bridge.  Since this area is now dry land, except during heavy flooding, it would be 

easier to investigate.  Since there is no evidence that there has been a road crossing here in 

recent centuries, any evidence uncovered is likely to be old.   

 

Continuing east-northeastward along the 61° hedge line, there do not appear to be any hillside 

cuts.  The gradient of the ascent varies somewhat but the natural hill is not too steep to be a road.  

Indeed, the mining operations seem to have used it as a road.   

 

Near the top of the ridge, the line being followed crosses the B7078.  That is the old A74, the 

main highway to the south before the M74 motorway was built.  It was built nearly 200 years 

ago as the Glasgow to Carlisle turnpike and is thus also called the Carlisle Road.  Interestingly, 

in the field east of the B7078, the 61° hedge line continues to be evident, as a mound where the 

hedge once was.  That is a narrow field between the fence along the B7078 and the fence beside 

the M74 motorway.  Since the construction of neither roadway seems to have disturbed the 

narrow field, that seemed a promising location to probe for bottoming stones (though a noisy 

site in which to work due to the adjacent motorway traffic).   

 

Apparent bottoming stones were found to be about 4m wide at NS-77965-45554.  Probing 

roughly 3m further east along the same 61° bearing line earlier in the study before a GPS 

receiver was available also identified apparent bottoming stones about 4m wide.  The probing 

data in Table 4 shows stones at 100% of the positions probed along the tape measure for 4m and 

then a 42% stone density beyond that to both sides.  Table 5 also shows 100% stone density for 

4m with 25% stone density outside of that in both directions.  At these two adjacent probe sites, 

the differentiation between apparent bottoming stones and natural hill stones seems clear.   

 

This site is at the top of a ridge, with good visibility to the east, south and west.  Only 45m north 

of the pattern of apparent bottoming stones is the mound of an ancient enclosure identified in the 

RCAHMS database.
23

  Only the western edge of the seemingly rectangular defensive mound and 

ditch survived the construction of the M74 motorway.  Is it possible that there was a Roman 

watchtower inside the defensive earthworks?  There is visibility from that hilltop for several 

kilometres in both directions along the route being studied for this report.  Or is it possible that a 

post-Roman hill fort was built near a still usable Roman road?   

 

From the suggestion of Margary, Davies and others that Roman road engineers often used a 

hilltop for a change in direction, the initial theory was that the route might have shifted to a 

more northerly bearing, possibly heading for a River Clyde crossing near Dalserf.  However, 

that would entail crossing the fairly large boggy area of Cander Moss, part of which was called 

Cander Loch on the first-edition Ordnance Survey map.  Since no evidence of a causeway was 
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noticed crossing the moss and no clear route was seen beyond, the search was continued along 

the 61° bearing line. 

 

About 800m further to the east-northeast, the 61° bearing line goes parallel to Dalserf Burn from 

NS-78691-45936 to NS-78810-46010.  It is possible that an ancient route used the burn as a 

drainage ditch beside the road.  But if so, the evidence of the ancient road is probably deep 

beneath the current surface.  Dalserf Burn in this area serves to drain boggy ground including 

Cander Moss.  It seems to have been dug out many times by farmers to improve drainage.   

 

Figure 6 plots the sites reported on the second section of the connection route onto an image of 

the 1:25,000 Ordnance Survey map.   

 

The 61° bearing line crosses Dalserf Burn, since the burn flows eastward at this point.  Then 

about 700m further along, the 61° bearing line approaches Dalserf Burn again, where at this 

point the burn flows more northerly.  In this area four pieces of evidence were found in close 

proximity.   

 

Firstly, probing the soil showed a pattern of apparent bottoming stones centred at NS-79441-

46355 with a width of about 7m.  The probing data collected is listed in Table 6.  Two of the 

three sample positions near the centre of the pattern of apparent bottoming stones did not show a 

bottoming stone in six probes.  The apparent bottoming stones were found at 87% of the sample 

positions across a width of about 7m.  Beyond that on both sides, the stone density was found to 

be 0% over 14 sample positions.  That is a better than average differentiation between apparent 

bottoming stones and natural stone density.   

 

Secondly, continuing a few metres along the 61° bearing line, at NS-79457-46352 there are six 

fairly large relatively flat stones visible on the surface that could have been bottoming stones.  

They are exposed because drainage is channeled from the field to the left and crosses this low 

spot to flow into the burn.   

 

Thirdly, before a GPS receiver had been acquired to provide more accurate positions, the ground 

was probed 11m west of the kink in the flow direction of Dalserf Burn.  The probing data is 

shown in Table 7.  High water flows across this bend in the burn, so there isn’t much surface 

soil.  The apparent bottoming stones are immediately beneath shallow soil.  The probing 

suggests a pattern of bottoming stones at least 6m wide.  They could extend further to the right 

but a large tree and the burn prevented probing further in that direction.  Across the 6m-width, 

apparent bottoming stones were detected at 100% of the probing positions.  Beyond that to the 

left, six more probe locations showed 33% stone density. 

 

Fourthly, at NS-79470-46363, the flow direction of Dalserf Burn takes a sharp shift to the west 

before resuming a generally northerly flow.  One wonders if there had once been a culvert to 

allow an ancient road to cross the burn at this point.   

 

These four pieces of evidence in close proximity provided encouragement to continue exploring 

along the 61° bearing line.  For the next 2.6km the ground is quite flat and then it starts to 

descend into the valley of the River Clyde.   

 

As the slope down to the river becomes steeper, there is a hillside cut at NS-81699-47583.  That 

area is now a forestry plantation that has furrows between the trees to drain the soil.  However, 

the cut seems deeper and broader than a furrow.  And it leads immediately to additional 

plausible evidence.   
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At NS-81728-47601 the route might have split into two descending slopes to the river.   

 

The straight bearing of 61° has now been followed for 5.3km, from the flat fields west of the 

Cander Water to the upper slope of the descent to the River Clyde.  Directly ahead along the 61° 

bearing line is a hillside lump prominent enough to have a name, Lockhart’s Knowe.  That could 

have served as a site for surveying the straight alignment of the route.  Davies suggests Roman 

survey methods that would have allowed them to use high-point sightings to create a straight 

road, even when the end points of the road were not visible.
24

 

 

This report first follows the straightest plausible route from this saddle between the main hillside 

and Lockhart’s Knowe down to the river.  Then the alternative crossing evidence is reported.   

 

The track bends somewhat eastward from the 61° bearing line as it descends around Lockhart’s 

Knowe, marked today by an overgrown hedge line on the left.  It then enters a hillside cut to 

maintain a constant-gradient descending slope, with an overgrown hedge on both sides today.  

The old maps suggest that this could have been the entry drive for Threepwood Farm from the 

eighteenth century main road, though the maps are not sufficiently precise to be certain.   

 

At NS-81931-47736 the route seems to turn east and continues to descend straight to the river.  

It crosses the A72 and passes the Threepwood buildings to approach the Clyde at right angles to 

the flow of the river.  A fence that might mark the line of the route reaches the riverbank at NS-

82229-47721.   

 

The mid-nineteenth century first-edition Ordnance Survey map shows that the Clyde was at that 

time broader in this area.  Since the east bank is today a sandy beach, it seems probable that the 

west bank was also sandy prior to being built up in modern times to enlarge the field.  If the 

river were broader and shallower than today with a low bank on each side, it would have been a 

serviceable ford location when the water was not flowing too rapidly.  Indeed, the first-edition 

Ordnance Survey map shows two fording spots within 200m downriver.   

 

Back up at NS-81728-47601 in the saddle behind Lockhart’s Knowe, there is a second more 

gently descending route down to the river.  Initially it goes sidelong on a terrace down the 

hillside on a bearing of roughly 126°.  It has clearly been a road at some point in time, with an 

overgrown hedge line along the downhill side of the track.     

 

The present Lanark Road, the A72, also called the Clyde Valley Road, was built as a toll road in 

the late eighteenth century.  As it does today, from Dalserf it passed just above the buildings of 

Threepwood Farm and crossed the River Nethan between Nethanfoot and Crossford.  No 

evidence has come to light of an earlier road along that part of the valley.  Instead there was a 

road that descended the Clyde Valley hillside from the area of North Netherburn and Netherburn 

to cross the River Nethan at Nethanfoot.  That seems to be the abandoned track that descends 

from the saddle between hillside and Lockhart’s Knowe.  The first-edition OS map indicates that 

the lower portion of that track was used to access a mine in the hillside.   

 

The pre-turnpike road down the hillside to Nethanfoot might have followed a Roman hillside 

terrace.  If so, the Roman route could have gently bent eastward to approach the Clyde 

perpendicular to the bank.  There are not any visible signs today of a route approaching the river 

in this area.  But the river is narrower in this area with stone banks, not sandy banks, as it seems 

to have been about 300m downstream.  The hard banks would have been a better bridge 

location.   
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Since field walking found these two plausible routes down the hillside west of the Clyde, one 

wonders if the ford was used first, since the straight 5.3km route seems to aim for it.  Then, to 

accommodate traffic during wet weather, it seems that a bridge might have been built roughly 

300m upriver.  During the wet season, the water in the Clyde flows very rapidly in this area.  It 

seems that fording would only have been safe during dry periods. 

 

Across the river there is a large flood-plain field.  After the above theory of two crossings was 

postulated, an RCAHMS aerial photo of that field came to light.
25

  It shows several interesting 

things.   

 

There is a crop mark showing two sides of an enclosure that seems to have been a defensive 

trench.  Only one rounded corner is evident, and since it is quite close to the river, it seems 

reasonable to assume that the other three corners have been washed away during floods.  

Walking the field confirms that the ground level is lower on the two sides that do not show the 

crop mark trench.  Since only one corner is visible, one can’t tell whether we are seeing most of 

two sides, or perhaps the enclosure was far larger and we see only a fraction of two sides.  If 

there was an entrance gap in the defensive ditch, it could have been destroyed by floods. 

 

The enclosure apparent in the aerial photo is situated between the two possible river crossing 

points, which would have been a logical place for a construction camp or fortlet to guard and 

maintain the river crossing.   

 

The aerial photo also shows a broad swath of seemingly poorer soil, which passes roughly 50m 

from the enclosure.  That swath of lower quality soil goes away from the riverbank where the 

suggested upriver crossing might have been, at roughly a 45° angle.  The soil was probed at two 

points along that swath of seemingly poor soil, about 15m apart.  A pattern of apparent 

bottoming stones was identified at both probing sites.  The probing data is shown in Table 8 and 

Table 9.   

 

Both probe lines show more bottoming stone density than at any other site probed.  At other 

sites the bottoming seemed to have substantial gaps between stones.  Here it seems that the 

probe was hitting well-fitted stones, particularly along the probe line closer to the river.   

 

Where there did seem to be a gap between stones another stone was detected 14cm to 35cm 

below the level of the adjacent stones.  That suggests two layers of stones.  Perhaps the flood 

plain soil needed a particularly sturdy foundation for a road that was expected to experience a lot 

of traffic.  And perhaps there was plenty of labour available for road improvement due to a work 

camp being there. 

 

Centred at NS-82386-47564 a solid pattern of apparent bottoming stones was found to be about 

8.5m wide, as shown in Table 9.  Stones were detected at 100% of the locations probed within 

that 8.5m width and at only 5% of 19 locations probed beyond that in both directions.  Since this 

land is riverside flood plain, the low density of native stones seems reasonable.  In contrast, the 

high density of stones detected at the middle of the probed area suggests that those stones may 

not be natural.   

 

Centred at NS-82372-47536, a pattern of apparent bottoming stones was identified that is nearly 

35m wide, as shown in Table 8.  The probe detected stones at 100% of the points across that 

width, with 0% stone density at 11 points outside of that range.   

 

The probe line was not quite on level ground.  The southeast end of the probe line was 

somewhat higher than the northwest end.  When stone was detected toward the southeast end, 
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the probe rod was pushed as far into the soil as it would go.  The probe rod could only be used 

down to about 95cm.  So the pattern of stones could have continued deeper than 95cm.   

 

The major difference between the two probe sites is that one seems to be four times wider than 

the other.  There are several possible explanations.  The extra width might be a wagon yard 

beside a road.  The probe samples could have been taken across a junction of two roads.  Or part 

of the bottoming detected could be the paved floor of a building beside a road.  The aerial photo 

shows an array of crop marks in this area that could support any of these speculations.   

 

It seems likely that the swaths of lower-quality soil seen in the crop-mark photo are due to 

gravel not the apparent bottoming stones that are deeper below the current surface of the field.  

Ploughing in recent decades and centuries no doubt would have spread the gravel that may have 

formed the road surface above bottoming stones.   

 

Not too far from the north edge of the large flat flood plain field, the RCAHMS aerial photo also 

shows a less well-defined swath of lower quality soil going away from the river on a line close 

to that of the postulated downstream crossing.  The soil was probed and there was no evidence 

of bottoming stones.  It seems possible that the first crossing at the ford had a gravel surface but 

was not improved with a solid foundation of bottoming stones, while the second upstream 

crossing needed an improved road capable of supporting heavier traffic.   

 

Figure 7 plots the sites reported on the third section of the connection route onto an image of the 

1:25,000 Ordnance Survey map.   

 

Most of the east side of the large flood plain field is bordered by the steep rise of Poplar Hill.  

However, both crop-mark swaths of apparently lower quality soil lead toward the only exit from 

the field that doesn’t necessitate a steep climb.  Near the northeast corner of the field there is a 

gently rising line that crosses the modern road and goes up through a field while bending toward 

the southeast behind Poplar Hill.  That plausible route joins the current road for about 150m.  

Then there may have been a U-turn with a radius of about 25m, so that the route could ascend 

northward sidelong up the steep wooded hillside along the line of an abandoned farm track.   

 

Near the top of the hillside there is an open field that seems undisturbed by modern 

development.  Probing showed a pattern of possible bottoming stones about 14m wide centred at 

NS-83007-47790.  The probing data is shown in Table 10.  The stone density detected by the 

probe was 96% across the width of about 14m and then 25% for 12 more samples beyond that.  

That seems to be good differentiation between apparent bottoming stones and natural stones. 

 

The apparent pattern of bottoming stones may be wide at this point because the road is changing 

direction, turning from the north-northwest around to the northeast.  Davies reports that Roman 

roads tended to be wider at turns.
26

  Possibly that is because goods wagons had rigid front axles 

that could not be steered around turns.  Also, because this site is in the midst of a turn, the probe 

data collection line (the tape measure) may not have been at right angles to the route, so the 

apparent 14m-width may be at an angle such that the actual width of the road is less than that.   

 

Poplar Hill might have served two purposes during the Roman occupation.  From the top there is 

fine visibility up and down the valley of the Clyde.  It would have been an excellent watch point 

overlooking a river crossing below with a camp or fortlet down beside the river.  In addition, 

Poplar Hill could have served as a survey site for plotting the route onward, in the same way as 

Lockhart’s Knowe may have served for the route on the other side of the river.  The line of sight 

distance between Lockhart’s Knowe and Poplar Hill is 1km, and the distance from Poplar Hill to 

the site probed above is about 250m.   
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After considerable studying of the terrain onward, plus the current and old maps, including 

following a theory that did not produce a plausible route, the next piece of evidence was finally 

found.  Following a bearing of 46° avoids the deep steep-sided ravine of Maregill Burn (so 

labeled on the first-edition OS map but not on the current OS map).  About 1km along that 

bearing there is a plausible probing site near Maregill Burn, not far beyond the road.  At that 

point the burn has low soil banks, it has not yet fallen into the deep ravine that carries the burn 

down to the River Clyde.  The route being followed would have had no difficulty crossing the 

burn via a culvert several metres beyond the site probed.  However, no evidence was seen of a 

hillside cut approaching Maregill Burn from either direction, nor was there any visual evidence 

of a culvert. 

 

Probing this site immediately south of Maregill Burn found a pattern of apparent bottoming 

stones.  The probing data is shown in Table 11.  It seems most likely that the primary bottoming 

stone pattern is about 6m wide centred at NS-83662-48419.  However the purpose of the 

detected stones is interpreted, there was 100% stone density across the centre of the probed area 

and 0% stone density beyond that. 

 

The ground slopes downward to the northwest.  The stones detected from sample 3.5m S to 

sample 2.0m N are at a nearly constant level.  So 6m seems to be the most likely width of the 

pattern of apparent bottoming stones.  The stones detected from sample 2.5m N to sample 5.5m 

N are 20cm to 40cm lower.  Perhaps they are the bottoming stones of an earlier crossing of 

Maregill Burn.  Possibly they were part of a paved ford that was later changed to a culvert 

crossing.  Or possibly the lower level of stones served as banking for the burn, to keep the road 

from being washed out.   

 

Sample 4.0m S could be a special case.  Since it is higher than the adjacent stones, it could be a 

kerbstone.  It is at the uphill edge of the route.   

 

The route then seems to ascend a gentle ridge for about 1km along a bearing line of about 37° to 

the high point at NS-84298-49292.  For roughly 700m of that distance there is a field line hedge, 

with the fields draining off to both sides.  It appears most plausible that the route would have 

been just to the left (northwest) of that hedge.   

 

The hilltop at NS-84298-49292 seems today to be insufficiently significant to have a name.  But 

it appears to meet all of the criteria that a Roman road designer would have sought.  It is dry, not 

boggy.  There is visibility back along the route toward the river for about 2km and visibility 

ahead for about 2.5km.  It might have been a route surveying site, as well as a watchtower site.  

Today the vista ahead is of modern Carluke.  Beyond that to the northeast is the high ridge along 

which the Castledykes to Bothwellhaugh Roman road traversed on a southeast to northwest line, 

the highest point within sight being at Hillhead.   

 

Between the hilltop at NS-84298-49292 and the hilltop at Hillhead there is one natural obstacle.  

Jock’s Burn flows in a ravine that is typically 20m deep.  The bridges built in recent centuries 

across Jock’s Burn are on north-south lines.  However, there is one track that crosses on a 

southwest-to-northeast line that is aligned well for a route between the NS-84298-49292 hill and 

Hillhead.   

 

At NS-85024-50202 a change in bearing to about 57° starts a gentle constant-gradient sidelong 

terrace descending down to Jock’s Burn.  On the north side of the burn, at NS-85214-50391, the 

route seems to return to a bearing of about 33° to ascend at a constant gradient beside what was 

once a small burn.  This Jock’s Burn crossing is a footbridge today.  Eighteenth century maps 
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seem to suggest that it was there before Carluke was a town.  As Carluke developed to the 

northwest, the southwest-to-northeast direction of this crossing was not suitable, so the newer 

crossings are closer to Carluke and cross at a different angle.   

 

Due to Carluke development and extensive quarrying and mining throughout the area, probing 

was not likely to be productive.  The ground was probed near Carluke High School, but as 

suspected, no results were found.  The only option seemed to be to identify a plausible route.   

 

Continuing toward the northeast at roughly NS-85472-50782 the route up from the Jock’s Burn 

crossing might have turned more eastward along the existing track from Carluke to Hillhead.  At 

NS-86020-51012 that track turns due east to meet the Castledykes to Bothwellhaugh Roman 

road.   

 

The high point on the Castledykes to Bothwellhaugh road (just east of where the Hillhead Farm 

drive meets the road) seems a viable spot for a Roman junction.  There is extensive visibility to 

the south, west and north.  It would have been a fine location for a camp or fortlet.  However, 

due to extensive mining and quarrying there is not likely to be any surviving evidence of a camp 

or fortlet.   

 

At the Hillhead high point, the road from the Castledykes Roman Fort has gently turned from a 

northwest bearing to due west.  Possibly it was entering the east gate of a Roman camp, or 

possibly there was a camp or fortlet immediately north or south of the road.  In either case, just 

west of where a camp or fort might have been, it appears that there could have been three roads 

splitting off in different directions.  The route from the southwest has been explored in this 

report. 

 

The road that departs Hillhead going northwestward seems to turn more northward beyond 

Belstane Burn.  That route has not been studied for this report but it could have continued 

onward to the central portion of The Antonine Wall, possibly Castlecary.   

 

A third route could have continued straight west, and then turned northwest following the line of 

the Old Wishaw Road to cross Garrion Burn, thereafter becoming Main Street, Wishaw, which 

has long been accepted as the Roman road to Bothwellhaugh.  Since Roman road designers 

tended to avoid soft ground, this route is offered as an alternative to crossing the Garrion Burn 

boggy area from Belstane.   

 

The grid reference positions mentioned above in this report, plus numerous others along the 

possible connection route are listed in Table 12, Table 13, Table 14 and Table 15.  These 

summary tables of the positions recorded include a one-word description of each site.  The 

centre-line of apparent bottoming stones detected by probing is listed as “Probe.”  The centre-

line of a visually observed apparent hillside cutting or terrace is listed as a “Cut” or “Terrace.”  

Constant-gradient slopes are listed as a “Slope.”  Where a hump is observed along the line of the 

route it is listed as an “Agger.”  Where the route seems to follow a present-day road or farm 

track, it is listed as a “Road” or “Track.”  Where suspected bottoming stones are noticed on the 

surface they are listed as “Stones.”  When a burn appears to be diverted so that a culvert could 

be perpendicular to the route, it is listed as “D. Burn.”  When a burn seems unnaturally straight, 

it is listed as “S. Burn.”  When there is a fence line and it is not clear on which side the route 

might have been, it is listed as a “Fence.”  In a few cases there was no visible evidence but a 

position was recorded near where the route might have been so it is listed as a “Guess.” 

 

 

(Text continued on page 33.) 
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The background map was reproduced from Ordnance Survey, Crown copyright, scale 1:25,000. 

Figure 4 Portions of the Roman network in West Central Scotland 
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The background map was reproduced from Ordnance Survey, Crown copyright, scale 1:25,000. 

Figure 5 First section of Castlehill to Hillhead Connection Route 

 

 

 
The background map was reproduced from Ordnance Survey, Crown copyright, scale 1:25,000. 

Figure 6 Second section of Castlehill to Hillhead Connection Route 
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The background map was reproduced from Ordnance Survey, Crown copyright, scale 1:25,000. 

Figure 7 Third section of Castlehill to Hillhead Connection Route 
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Table 1 Probing near the burn southeast of the Castlehill farmstead ruin, a pattern 

of apparent bottoming stones was found about 5m wide centred at NS-76870-44442. 

  Gravel/ Stone 10cm E Gr/St 20cm E Gr/St 30cm E Gr/St 40cm E Gr/St 50cm E Gr/St 

8.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 

7.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@32cm  
7.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 

6.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
6.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
5.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 

5.0m N  Gr, St@29cm      
4.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@54cm  
4.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, St@47cm     

3.5m N  Gr, St@36cm      
3.0m N  Gr, St@31cm      
2.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@41cm   

2.0m N  Gr, St@42cm      
1.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St St@40cm    
1.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@52cm  

0.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, St@35cm     
Stake AM  Gr, St@39cm      
0.5m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
1.0m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 

1.5m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@51cm  
2.0m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@43cm  
2.5m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 

3.0m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
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Table 2 Probing on the upper hillside west of the Cander Water, a pattern of 

apparent bottoming stones was found about 19m wide centred at NS-77309-45201. 

  Gravel/ Stone 10cm E Gr/St 20cm E Gr/St 30cm E Gr/St 40cm E Gr/St 50cm E Gr/St 

Stake AJ        
0.5m N        

1.0m N  No St      
1.5m N  Gr, St@38cm      
2.0m N  Gr, St@68cm      

2.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, St@55cm     
3.0m N  Gr, St@32cm      
3.5m N  Gr, St@43cm      

4.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@56cm 
4.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@42cm   
5.0m N  Gr, St@30cm      

5.5m N  Gr, St@64cm      
6.0m N  Gr, St@39cm      
6.5m N  Gr, St@36cm      

7.0m N  Gr, St@36cm      
7.5m N  Gr, St@47cm      
8.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, St@43cm     

8.5m N  Gr, St@45cm      
9.0m N  Gr, St@38cm      
9.5m N  Gr, St@40cm      

10.0m N  Gr, St@22cm      
10.5m N  Gr, St@34cm      
11.0m N  Gr, St@31cm      

11.5m N  Gr, St@27cm      
12.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, St@34cm     
12.5m N  Gr, St@52cm      

13.0m N  Gr, St@29cm      
13.5m N  Gr, St@32cm      
14.0m N  Gr, St@28cm      

14.5m N  Gr, St@20cm      
15.0m N  Gr, St@18cm      
15.5m N  Gr, St@25cm      

16.0m N  Gr, St@18cm      
16.5m N  Gr, St@24cm      
17.0m N  Gr, St@28cm      

17.5m N  Gr, St@30cm      
18.0m N  Gr, St@33cm      
18.5m N  Gr, St 44cm      

19.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, St@49cm     
19.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, St@35cm     
20.0m N  Gr, St@48cm      

20.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, St@50cm     
21.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
21.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@50cm 
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Table 3 Probing about 30m west of the Cander Water, a pattern of apparent 

bottoming stones was found about 9.5m wide (GPS receiver not available). 

  Gravel/ Stone 10cm E Gr/St 20cm E Gr/St 30cm E Gr/St 40cm E Gr/St 50cm E Gr/St 

16.0m N  St@61cm      
        

15.0m N  St@61cm      
        
14.0m N  No St      

        
13.0m N  No St      
        

12.0m N  No St      
11.5m N  No St No St     
11.0m N  Gr, No St No St     

10.5m N  No St St@45cm     
10.0m N  No St St@48cm     
9.5m N  Gr, St@50cm      

9.0m N  Gr, St@58cm      
8.5m N  Gr, St@56cm      
8.0m N  Gr, St@60cm      

7.5m N  St@64cm      
7.0m N  St@18cm      
6.5m N  Gr, St@53cm      

6.0m N  Gr, St@40cm      
5.5m N  Gr, St@57cm      
5.0m N  Gr, St@57cm      

4.5m N  Gr, St@52cm      
4.0m N  Gr, St@48cm      
3.5m N  Gr, St@52cm      

3.0m N  St@46cm      
2.5m N  Gr, St@58cm      
2.0m N  Gr, St@58cm      

1.5m N  Gr, St@42cm      
1.0m N  Gr, St@47cm      
0.5m N        

Stake AC        
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Table 4 Probing in the narrow field between the B7078 and the M74 motorway, a 

pattern of apparent bottoming stones was found about 4m wide centred at NS-77965-

45554. 

  Gravel/ Stone 10cm E Gr/St 20cm E Gr/St 30cm E Gr/St 40cm E Gr/St 50cm E Gr/St 

8.0m N  No St St@36cm     
7.5m N  St@50cm      

7.0m N  No St No St No St No St St@40cm  
6.5m N  No St No St No St No St No St No St 
6.0m N  No St No St No St No St No St No St 

5.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@49cm   
5.0m N  Gr, St@61cm      
4.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 

4.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
3.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@44cm  
3.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 

2.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@55cm    
2.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, St@49cm     
1.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@59cm 

1.0m N  Gr, St@49cm      
0.5m N  Gr, St@37cm      
Stake AK  Gr, St@36cm      

0.5m S  Gr, St@35cm      
1.0m S  Gr, St@57cm      
1.5m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@55cm  

2.0m S  No St No St No St No St No St No St 
2.5m S  No St No St St@59cm    
3.0m S  St@68cm      

3.5m S  No St No St St@44cm    
4.0m S  No St No St No St No St No St No St 
4.5m S  No St No St No St No St St@53cm  

5.0m S  No St No St No St No St No St No St 
5.5m S  No St No St No St No St No St No St 
6.0m S  No St No St No St No St No St St@37cm 

6.5m S  No St No St No St No St No St No St 
7.0m S  No St      
7.5m S  No St      

8.0m S  No St      

 

 

Table 5 Probing several metres further east in the narrow field between the 

B7078 and the M74 motorway, a pattern of apparent bottoming stones was found 

about 4m wide (GPS receiver not available). 

  Gravel/ Stone 10cm E Gr/St 20cm E Gr/St 30cm E Gr/St 40cm E Gr/St 50cm E Gr/St 

8.0m N  No St      
7.5m N  St@43cm      

7.0m N  No St      
6.5m N  St@45cm      
6.0m N  No St      

5.5m N  No St      
5.0m N  No St      
4.5m N  No St No St No St No St No St  

4.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St No St St@38cm 
3.5m N  Gr, St@51cm      
3.0m N  Gr, St@64cm      

2.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@45cm   
2.0m N  St@28cm      
1.5m N  Gr, No St St@21cm     

1.0m N  Gr, St@48cm      
0.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@50cm    
Stake AD  St@39cm      

0.5m S  No St      
1.0m S  No St      
1.5m S  No St      

2.0m S  No St      
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Table 6 Probing at Dalserf Burn, just south of Burnhead Farm, the pattern of 

apparent bottoming stones was found to be 7m wide, centred at NS-79441-46355. 

  Gravel/ Stone 10cm E Gr/St 20cm E Gr/St 30cm E Gr/St 40cm E Gr/St 50cm E Gr/St 

6.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 

5.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
5.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 

4.5m N  Gr, St@31cm      
4.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@44cm   
3.5m N  Gr, St@59cm      

3.0m N  Gr, St@40cm      
2.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, St@41cm     
2.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 

1.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@47cm 
1.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
0.5m N  Gr, St@36cm      

Stake AL  Gr, St@47cm      
0.5m S  Gr, St@32cm      
1.0m S  Gr, St@61cm      

1.5m S  Gr, St@60cm      
2.0m S  Gr, No St Gr, St@55cm     
2.5m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@69cm    
3.0m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 

3.5m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
4.0m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
4.5m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 

5.0m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
5.5m S  Gr, No St      
6.0m S  Gr, No St      

6.5m S  Gr, No St      
7.0m S  Gr, No St      
7.5m S  Gr, No St      

8.0m S  Gr, No St      

 

 

Table 7 Probing just west of Dalserf Burn showed a pattern of apparent 

bottoming stones about 6m wide (GPS receiver not available). 

  Gravel/ Stone 10cm E Gr/St 20cm E Gr/St 30cm E Gr/St 40cm E Gr/St 50cm E Gr/St 

9.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St    
9.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
8.5m N  St@10cm      

8.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St St@14cm    
7.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
7.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 

6.5m N  St@9cm      
6.0m N  Gr, No St St@11cm     
5.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St St@10cm   

5.0m N  St@9cm      
4.5m N  Gr, No St St@10cm     
4.0m N  Gr, St@8cm      

3.5m N  Gr, St@7cm      
3.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St St@6cm    
2.5m N  Gr, St@6cm      

2.0m N  Gr, St@4cm      
1.5m N  Gr, St@4cm      
1.0m N  Gr, St@5cm      

0.5m N  Gr, St@14cm      
Stake AE        
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Table 8 Near the east bank of the River Clyde, apparent bottoming stones were 

found to be nearly 35m wide, centred at NS-82372-47536. 

  Gravel/ Stone 10cm E Gr/St 20cm E Gr/St 30cm E Gr/St 40cm E Gr/St 50cm E Gr/St 

23.0m N  Gr, No St      
22.5m N  Gr, No St      
22.0m N  Gr, No St      
21.5m N  Gr, No St      
21.0m N  Gr, No St      
20.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
20.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, St@84cm     
19.5m N  Gr, St@49cm      
19.0m N  Gr, St@30cm      
18.5m N  Gr, St@59cm      
18.0m N  Gr, St@50cm      
17.5m N  Gr, St@34cm      
17.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, St@36cm     
16.5m N  Gr, St@26cm      
16.0m N  Gr, St@33cm      
15.5m N  Gr, St@53cm      
15.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, St@33cm     
14.5m N  Gr, St@40cm      
14.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, St@39cm     
13.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, St@31cm     
13.0m N  Gr, St@38cm      
12.5m N  Gr, St@68cm      
12.0m N  Gr, St@29cm      
11.5m N  Gr, St@25cm      
11.0m N  Gr, St@20cm      
10.5m N  Gr, St@26cm      
10.0m N  Gr, St@36cm      
9.5m N  Gr, St@24cm      
9.0m N  Gr, St@26cm      
8.5m N  Gr, St@26cm      
8.0m N  Gr, St@32cm      
7.5m N  Gr, St@31cm      
7.0m N  Gr, St@33cm      
6.5m N  Gr, St@35cm      
6.0m N  Gr, St@24cm      
5.5m N  Gr, St@38cm      
5.0m N  Gr, St@30cm      
4.5m N  Gr, St@21cm      
4.0m N  Gr, St@24cm      
3.5m N  Gr, St@26cm      
3.0m N  Gr, St@34cm      
2.5m N  Gr, St@33cm      
2.0m N  Gr, St@27cm      
1.5m N  Gr, St@27cm      
1.0m N  Gr, St@38cm      
0.5m N  Gr, St@25cm      
Stake AI  Gr, St@30cm      
0.5m S  Gr, St@31cm      
1.0m S  Gr, St@23cm      
1.5m S  Gr, St@28cm      
2.0m S  Gr, St@27cm      
2.5m S  Gr, St@31cm      
3.0m S  Gr, St@32cm      
3.5m S  Gr, St@41cm      
4.0m S  Gr, St@50cm      
4.5m S  Gr, St@41cm      
5.0m S  Gr, St@47cm      
5.5m S  Gr, St@75cm      
6.0m S  Gr, St@50cm      
6.5m S  Gr, St@54cm      
7.0m S  Gr, St@47cm      
7.5m S  Gr, St@52cm      
8.0m S  Gr, St@66cm      
8.5m S  Gr, St@68cm      
9.0m S  Gr, St@70cm      
9.5m S  Gr, St@63cm      
10.0m S  Gr, St@63cm      
10.5m S  Gr, St@68cm      
11.0m S  Gr, St@68cm      
11.5m S  Gr, St@78cm      
12.0m S  Gr, St@80cm      
12.5m S  Gr, St@85cm      
13.0m S  Gr, St@88cm      
13.5m S  Gr, St@84cm      
14.0m S  Gr, St@87cm      
14.5m S  Gr, St@90cm      
15.0m S  No St      
15.5m S  No St      
16.0m S  No St      
16.5m S  No St      
17.0m S  No St      
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Table 9 Probing slightly further from the east bank of the Clyde near the 

enclosure that might be a fortlet or camp, a pattern of apparent bottoming stones was 

found to be about 8.5m wide centred at NS-82386-47564. 

  Gravel/ Stone 10cm E Gr/St 20cm E Gr/St 30cm E Gr/St 40cm E Gr/St 50cm E Gr/St 

4.0m N  Gr, No St      
3.5m N  Gr, No St      

3.0m N  Gr, No St      
2.5m N  Gr, No St      
2.0m N  Gr, No St      

1.5m N  Gr, No St      
1.0m N  Gr, No St      
0.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 

Stake AH  Gr, St@35cm      
0.5m S  Gr, St@38cm      
1.0m S  Gr, St@31cm      

1.5m S  Gr, St@34cm      
2.0m S  Gr, St@41cm      
2.5m S  Gr, St@42cm      

3.0m S  Gr, St@40cm      
3.5m S  Gr, St@44cm      
4.0m S  Gr, St@34cm      

4.5m S  Gr, St@31cm      
5.0m S  Gr, St@34cm      
5.5m S  Gr, St@48cm      

6.0m S  Gr, St@33cm      
6.5m S  Gr, St@60cm      
7.0m S  Gr, St@70cm      

7.5m S  Gr, St@35cm      
8.0m S  Gr, St@69cm      
8.5m S  Gr, St@46cm      

9.0m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
9.5m S  Gr, No St      
10.0m S  Gr, No St      

10.5m S  Gr, St@43cm      
11.0m S  Gr, No St      
11.5m S  Gr, No St      

12.0m S  Gr, No St      
12.5m S  Gr, No St      
13.0m S  Gr, No St      

13.5m S  Gr, No St      
14.0m S  Gr, No St      
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Table 10 Probing near the top of the steep slope east of the Clyde, a pattern of 

apparent bottoming stones was found to be about 14m wide centred at NS-83007-

47790. 

  Gravel/ Stone 10cm E Gr/St 20cm E Gr/St 30cm E Gr/St 40cm E Gr/St 50cm E Gr/St 

6.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
5.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 

5.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
4.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@52cm    
4.0m N  Gr, St@39cm      

3.5m N  Gr, St@41cm      
3.0m N  Gr, St@59cm      
2.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, St@50cm     

2.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@39cm   
1.5m N  Gr, St 40cm      
1.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@53cm    

0.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@36cm    
Stake AG  Gr, St@48cm      
0.5m S  Gr, No St Gr, St@49cm     

1.0m S  Gr, St@44cm      
1.5m S  Gr, St@39cm      
2.0m S  Gr, No St Gr, St@42cm     

2.5m S  Gr, No St Gr, St@52cm     
3.0m S  Gr, St@52cm      
3.5m S  Gr, No St Gr, St@43cm     

4.0m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@30cm 
4.5m S  Gr, No St Gr, St@34cm     
5.0m S  Gr, St@44cm      

5.5m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@36cm  
6.0m S  Gr, St@36cm      
6.5m S  Gr, No St Gr, St@35cm     

7.0m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
7.5m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@36cm   
8.0m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@33cm   

8.5m S  Gr, St@48cm      
9.0m S  Gr, St@58cm      
9.5m S  Gr, St@46cm      

10.0m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
10.5m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
11.0m S  Gr, No St Gr, St@25cm     

11.5m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
12.0m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
12.5m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@36cm    

13.0m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
13.5m S  Gr, St@56cm      
14.0m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St 
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Table 11 Probing beside Maregill Burn, a pattern of apparent bottoming stones 

was found about 6m wide centred at NS-83662-48419. 

  Gravel/ Stone 10cm E Gr/St 20cm E Gr/St 30cm E Gr/St 40cm E Gr/St 50cm E Gr/St 

7.5m N  No St No St No St No St No St No St 

7.0m N  No St No St No St No St No St No St 
6.5m N  No St No St No St No St No St No St 

6.0m N  No St No St No St No St No St No St 
5.5m N  St@59cm      
5.0m N  St@59cm      

4.5m N  St@58cm      
4.0m N  No St St@68cm     
3.5m N  No St St@46cm     

3.0m N   St@69cm      
2.5m N  Gr, St@46cm      
2.0m N  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@24cm   

1.5m N  Gr, No St Gr, St@34cm     
1.0m N  Gr, St@29cm      
0.5m N  Gr, St@33cm      

Stake AO  Gr, St@39cm      
0.5m S  Heavy Gr Heavy Gr Gr, St@49cm    
1.0m S  Gr, St@53cm      
1.5m S  St@51cm      

2.0m S  Gr, No St Gr, No St Gr, St@59cm    
2.5m S  Gr, St@55cm      
3.0m S  Gr, St@56cm      

3.5m S  Gr, St@67cm      
4.0m S  St@37cm      
4.5m S  No St No St No St No St No St No St 

5.0m S  No St No St No St No St No St No St 
5.5m S  No St No St No St No St No St No St 
6.0m S  No St No St No St No St No St No St 

 

 

 

Table 12 Positions along the route west of the Clyde crossings 

Grid Reference 
Position 

Type of Site Bottoming 
Width 

Location 

NS-76688-43941 Guess 5.0m Near Avondale Roman road (Margary 79b) 
NS-76843-44387 Cut  Centre of cut southeast of Castlehill farmstead 
NS-76851-44405 Cut  Centre of cut southeast of Castlehill farmstead 

NS-76864-44428 D. Burn  Diverted burn southeast of Castlehill farmstead 
NS-76870-44442 Probe 5.0m Near burn southeast of Castlehill farmstead ruin 
NS-77180-45118 Stones  Stones piled along fence line in Spittal pasture 

NS-77289-45180 Agger  Near dovecot ruin in Spittal pasture 
NS-77309-45201 Probe 19.0m High on the west hillside of Cander Water 
NS-77328-45204 Slope  Near hedge line, looking down to Cander Water 

NS-77385-45233 Slope  Near hedge, just west of Cander Water 
NS-77411-45248 Cut  Between a cut and a burn, east of Cander Water 
NS-77461-45275 Slope  Beside hedge east of Cander Water 

NS-77523-45308 Slope  Beside hedge east of Cander Water 
NS-77650-45377 Slope  Beside hedge east of Cander Water 
NS-77765-45440 Slope  Beside hedge east of Cander Water 

NS-77902-45519 Slope  Beside hedge east of Cander Water 
NS-77965-45554 Probe 4.0m Just west of the M74 
NS-78691-45936 S. Burn  Parallel to Dalserf Burn 

NS-78763-45980 S. Burn  Parallel to Dalserf Burn 
NS-78810-46010 S. Burn  Parallel to Dalserf Burn 
NS-79441-46355 Probe 7.0m Near Dalserf Burn, south of Burnhead farm 

NS-79457-46352 Stones  Exposed bottoming stones, south of Burnhead farm 
NS-79470-46363 D. Burn  Near diverted burn, south of Burnhead farm 
NS-81634-47552 Slope  Southwest of Lockhart’s Knowe 

NS-81699-47583 Cut  Slope cutting southwest of Lockhart’s Knowe 
NS-81728-47601 Cut  Route turns to north and south Clyde crossings 
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Table 13 Positions along the route of the north crossing of the Clyde 

Grid Reference 

Position 

Type of Site Bottoming 

Width 

Location 

NS-81728-47601 Cut  Route turns to north and south Clyde crossings 

NS-81768-47595 Slope  Route to north Clyde crossing begins 
NS-81799-47607 Slope  Beside hedge, south of Lockhart’s Knowe 
NS-81826-47615 Slope  Beside hedge, south of Lockhart’s Knowe 

NS-81848-47633 Slope  Beside hedge, southeast of Lockhart’s Knowe 
NS-81878-47671 Slope  Beside hedge, southeast of Lockhart’s Knowe 
NS-81896-47695 Cut  Southeast of Lockhart’s Knowe 

NS-81931-47736 Cut  West of A72 near Threepwood 
NS-81984-47739 Cut  Just west of A72 at Threepwood 
NS-82229-47721 Fence  Route on either side of fence, west bank of the Clyde 

NS-82282-47718 Guess  Opposite fence line, east of the Clyde 
NS-82572-47792 Slope  Upward slope begins, near Poplarglen Cottage 

 

 

Table 14 Positions along the route of the south crossing of the Clyde 

Grid Reference 
Position 

Type of Site Bottoming 
Width 

Location 

NS-81728-47601 Cut  Route turns to north and south Clyde crossings 
NS-81771-47579 Terrace  Route to south Clyde crossing begins 
NS-81799-47553 Terrace  Beside hedge and burn 

NS-81849-47523 Terrace  Beside hedge and burn 
NS-81887-47501 Terrace  Beside hedge and burn 
NS-81917-47465 Terrace  Beside hedge and burn 

NS-82087-47384 Track  Track was once a mine access road 
NS-82158-47397 Guess  Beside the A72, route could have crossed here 
NS-82257-47430 Guess  Clyde west bank, crossing could be nearby 

NS-82323-47448 Guess  No visible evidence, east of the Clyde 
NS-82372-47536 Probe 35.0m Near the Clyde, west of Poplarglen Cottage 
NS-82386-47564 Probe 8.5m Near the Clyde, west of Poplarglen Cottage 

NS-82572-47792 Slope  Upward slope begins, near Poplarglen Cottage 
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Table 15 Positions along the route east of the Clyde crossings 

Grid Reference 

Position 

Type of Site Bottoming 

Width 

Location 

NS-82572-47792 Slope  Upward slope begins, near Poplarglen Cottage 

NS-82597-47794 Slope  Along hillside beside burn, Poplarglen Cottage 
NS-82713-47768 Slope  Hillside and burn disrupted by mining 
NS-82855-47719 Slope  Slope up the field becomes a road 

NS-82962-47637 Road  Route turns away from road across a garden 
NS-83016-47593 Track  U-turn on track toward Gillfoot barn 
NS-83046-47631 Terrace  Old track starts angling up the steep hillside 

NS-83033-47659 Terrace  Hillside cut, wooded so GPS less accurate 
NS-83026-47700 Terrace  Hillside cut, wooded so GPS less accurate 
NS-83019-47735 Terrace  Hillside cut, wooded so GPS less accurate 

NS-83001-47749 Terrace  Upper end of hillside cut, edge of field 
NS-83007-47790 Probe 14.0m High on the east hillside of the Clyde 
NS-83662-48419 Probe 6.0m South bank of Maregill Burn, south of Oldhill farm 

NS-83807-48619 Guess  In line with hedge 
NS-83897-48736 Guess  Tree in line with hedge 
NS-83948-48803 Fence  Centre of hedge line 

NS-83986-48861 Fence  Centre of hedge line 
NS-84073-48981 Fence  Centre of hedge line 
NS-84172-49118 Fence  Centre of hedge line 

NS-84244-49215 Fence  Centre of hedge line at hilltop 
NS-84283-49270 Fence  Tree in line with hedge at hilltop 
NS-84298-49292 Fence  Centre of hedge line at hilltop 

NS-85024-50202 Terrace  Slope down to Jock’s Burn 
NS-85038-50243 Terrace  Slope down to Jock’s Burn 
NS-85086-50281 Slope  Centre line of Jock’s Burn crossing 

NS-85134-50309 Slope  Centre line of path upward from Jock’s Burn 
NS-85214-50391 Slope  Centre line of path upward from Jock’s Burn 
NS-85242-50433 Slope  Centre line of path upward from Jock’s Burn 

NS-85279-50485 Slope  Centre line of path across Carnwath Road 
NS-85472-50782 Track  Centre line of former road, past turn eastward 
NS-85547-50815 Track  Centre line of former road 

NS-85602-50829 Track  Centre line of former road 
NS-85694-50847 Track  Centre line of former road 
NS-85788-50882 Track  Centre line of former road 

NS-85924-50957 Track  Centre line of former road 
NS-86020-51012 Track  Centre line of former road 
NS-86118-51012 Road  Centre line, Castledykes to Bothwellhaugh road 

NS-86286-51003 Road  Centre line, Castledykes to Bothwellhaugh road 
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Discussion 

 

Davies said, “if a road has been found at two points, even many miles apart, there is every 

reason to expect that it continues across the intervening space”
27

.  There are gaps in the route 

reported here.  

 

It is tempting to look critically at any one piece of evidence presented in this report.  Observed 

features could be caused by natural geology or erosion rather than by human alteration of the 

natural landscape.  Human alteration of the terrain could have been in modern rather than 

ancient times.  The steel probe rod provides a hint of what is beneath the surface at one spot 

only.  One cannot be certain that a pattern of apparent bottoming stones detected with a probe 

rod is not a large natural rock.  And there is the truth:  “Just because it is old doesn’t make it 

Roman.” – the popularly known “Roman Bridge” in Strathclyde Country Park being a 

stereotypical example.   

 

While it is easy to suspect each individual piece of evidence, it seems quite compelling that 

there are dozens of pieces of evidence that together form a logical 13km route.  Often two or 

more pieces of evidence have been identified in fairly close proximity, adding to the credibility 

of each piece of evidence alone.  The evidence lines up as straight as other Roman routes in the 

area.  The route overcomes the natural obstacles of rivers and ravines in practical ways similar 

to other Roman routes.  The route seems to logically connect with previously established Roman 

routes.  Without any evidence of a turnpike or other modern roads along the route, the evidence 

of bottoming stones at several diverse sites seems to imply a Roman origin.  The generally 

straight constant-gradient descents to burns and the river also suggest a Roman origin.   

 

Quite a bit of evidence has been identified because most of the route has not been disturbed by 

development in recent centuries.  Many Roman roads were used for a long time after the 

Romans departed Britain, and were later overlaid by modern roads and railways.  But along the 

route reported here, modern roads have only overlaid a few short sections.   

 

Based on the apparent design of the road and the route taken, a theory has evolved on the 

Roman motive for building the route explored for this report.  The use of a solid foundation of 

bottoming stones, apparently covered by gravel, suggests that there was heavy traffic flow.  It 

seems over-designed if it was constructed solely for the movement of soldiers.  The width of the 

pattern of apparent bottoming stones suggests that there was considerable bidirectional traffic 

and/or a need for faster traffic to overtake slow traffic.  The straight constant-gradient descents 

to streams and rivers suggest heavily laden carts or wagons with rudimentary or non-existent 

brakes.  The long-radius turns and a wider bottoming stone pattern at a turn suggest the use of 

four-wheel wagons with a rigid front axle, unable to turn sharply, particularly when heavily 

loaded. 

 

Since the Cander Water crossing described in this report seems to have been built after the 

Cander crossing at Gill Farm, it may have been built during the Antonine occupation of 

Scotland.  The physical evidence accumulated during this study suggests that the connection 

route may have been built for the movement of heavy goods.  Was there a period when The 

Antonine Wall was heavily garrisoned, requiring that bulk supplies (grain, iron, etc.) had to be 

transported from England or Wales?  Would such supplies be more likely to be transported by 

ship?  Was there a period when supply ships could not safely approach port at the western end of 

The Antonine Wall?  If the natives north and west of The Antonine Wall were hostile to the 

Roman occupation, were supply ships entering the upper Firth of Clyde vulnerable to attack by 

war ships emerging from sea lochs and from behind islands?  If so, landing the supplies on the 

Ayrshire coast, might have been less vulnerable to piracy.  Was the route explored in this report 
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part of a road for supplies being hauled from the Ayrshire coast to the central portion of The 

Antonine Wall? 

 

 

 

What is Next? 

 

There are a number of sites along the route explored for this report that would be interesting 

candidates for electronic subsoil scanning.  The goal would be a broader image of the suspected 

bottoming stones than possible with probing.  It is assumed that effective scanning equipment 

would be too costly to be purchased by an individual.  Perhaps there is efficient scanning 

equipment that could be borrowed.   

 

Any of the sites probed would be good sites for electronic scanning.  And there are a number of 

intermediate sites along the route that might also provide positive scan results.  However, there 

are two or three sites where a broad scan image would be particularly interesting.   

 

The large flat field on the east bank of the Clyde is certainly a ripe candidate for electronic 

scanning.  The crop marks in the aerial photo, plus the probe samples taken of the sub-surface 

stone patterns hint of multiple features that might be detected by electronic scanning.  There 

could be a network of several roads.  It is a flat field so it would be easy to use equipment during 

a season when there is not a crop in the field.  For accessibility, there is a road along the 

northeast side of the field and a walkway near the riverbank.   

 

Another intriguing site is the west bank of the Cander Water.  The area that would benefit from 

electronic scanning is not nearly as large as the field beside the Clyde; it is just the slope down 

to the west bank of the Cander.  Scanning could show the extent of the apparent bottoming 

stones.  Most interestingly, sub-surface scanning might identify the end of the road metalling 

and the beginning of a bridge.  This site is not close to a road.  It is a 500m walk across the 

fields from Spittal House, and further to a public road.   

 

Electronic scanning near the burn below Castlehill also might yield intriguing results.  Scanning 

might reveal a pattern of bottoming stones on each side of the burn.  Scanning might find some 

foundation stones of a culvert.  The hedge line that is parallel to the burn might limit scanning 

close to the burn.  This site is closer to a public road than the Cander crossing site. 

 

Conflicting suggestions have been heard on whether excavation should be undertaken at one or 

more sites along the route explored for this report.  Davies urged more excavation of Roman 

roads, particularly where evidence of a bridge or culvert might be encountered.  This study has 

identified several such sites that are seemingly untouched by modern development.  Also there 

may be those inclined to accept the evidence only after it is confirmed by excavation.  However, 

excavation is destructive and quite time consuming.   

 

Is additional verification desirable?   

 

The site positions reported here have been submitted for the West of Scotland Archaeology 

Service database.  It is understood that their database is used to ensure that any development 

along the 13km route would trigger archaeological investigation.  For example, if a trench were 

to be dug for a new pipe or cable across any section of this 13km route, it would be interesting 

to see and measure the apparent bottoming stones and the cross section of the apparent covering 

gravel.  Perhaps it would be sufficient to await a development project with a need to disturb 

some portion of this route.   
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Perhaps the search methods developed for this project could be applied to seeking another 

Roman road.  What other gaps in the network of Roman roads in Scotland would be a useful 

future search project?   

 

Feedback is sought on what to do next.   
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